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To make the blog successful, we 
need…YOU!  That’s right: be 
sure to check in frequently to 
see new postings and contribute 
your thoughts.  If you have any 
suggestions, stories, or photos 
for the blog, please send them 
to us at seanet@tufts.edu.  
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SEANET T-Shirts 
 

Great news!  T-shirts are ready to order; they’re available in the following sizes and 
colors: 
 

• Men: Small – 2XL (white, gray, and light blue) 
• Women: Small and Medium (white, gray, and light blue) 
• Youth: Medium and Large (gray and light blue) 

 
 
 

                 
              

                
               

               
      

Front of shirt, on the left 
chest. 

Back of shirt; image will fill the 
entire back of the shirt. 

For a donation of $20.00 or more, 
you will receive a SEANET t-
shirt.  The value of the shirts is 
$11.50 each, and your 
contribution beyond that amount 
is tax-deductible.   
 
If you are interested in receiving a 
shirt as a thank-you for your 
donation to SEANET, please e-
mail seanet@tufts.edu the size, 
color, and category (men, 
women, or youth) you would 
like. 

mailto:seanet@tufts.edu�
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Conferences, Publications, and Projects 
SEANET has been quite active over the past several months with conferences and publications.  
The following list includes events and publications since May 2008: 
 
 
 Publications 
 Bogomolni, A., R. Gast, J.C. Ellis, M. Dennett, K. Pugliares, B. Lentell, and M. Moore. 2008. 

Victims or vectors: a survey of vertebrate zoonoses from coastal waters of the Northwest 
Atlantic. Diseases of Aquatic Organisms 81:13–38. 

 
 Courchesne, S., and J.C. Ellis. 2009. Common eider mortalities on Cape Cod: an ongoing 

investigation. Bird Observer 36:346-349. 
 
 Courchesne, S., and M. Garner. (In press). What is your diagnosis? Journal of Avian Medicine and 

Surgery. [Sarah found an unusual fungal aneurism in the aorta of an eider last year and her 
finding is being published in an outstanding veterinary journal]. 

 
 Ellis, J.C., M.C. Stoddard, and L.W. Clark. 2008. Breeding by a Lesser Black-backed Gull 

(Larus fuscus) on the Atlantic coast of North America. North American Birds 61:546–548. 
 
 Lasek-Nesselquist, E., A. Bogomolni, R. Gast, D.M. Welch, J.C. Ellis, M.L. Sogin, and M. 

Moore. 2008. Molecular characterization of Giardia intestinalis haplotypes in marine animals: 
variation and zoonotic potential. Diseases of Aquatic Organisms 81:39–51. 

 
 Nelson, M., S.H. Jones, C. Edwards, and J.C. Ellis. 2008. Characterization of Eschericia coli 

populations from gulls, landfill trash, and wastewater using ribotyping. Diseases of Aquatic 
Organisms 81:53–63. 

 
In addition, SEANET was featured in: 
 
 “Beached Bird Surveys” in Bird Conservation: The Magazine of American Bird Conservancy, Fall 2008.  

(The whole issue was devoted to “the State of our Seabirds”). 
 

 “What’s Killing Common Eiders?” in Ducks Unlimited Magazine, September/October 2008. 
\ 
 
 

Student Research 
 

This past summer, we had the pleasure of welcoming two Tufts veterinary student researchers to the 
SEANET team.  Taryn Gervais’s (V’11) research culminated in a paper, “Comparing the 
Contaminant Loads (Cadmium, PCBs, pp-DDE, and Dieldrin) of Beached and Bycaught Northern 
Gannets, Morus bassanus,” and a presentation, titled “Post-mortem findings and contaminants in 
beached and bycaught northern gannets, Morus bassanus.”  Karen Alroy (V’11) studied antibiotic- 
resistant bacteria in gulls and waste water and wrote the following paper: “Drug resistance 
determinants in Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) and human wastewater in Cape Cod.” 
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We’ve participated in several workshops, trainings, and conferences in recent months.  A selection: 
 
 Julie Ellis taught a course, “Seabird Ecology 

and Conservation,” at the Shoals Marine 
Laboratory from June 9-16, with Sarah 
Courchesne as guest lecturer. 

 
 SEANET ran two volunteer trainings: On 

September 16, Bob Kennedy hosted a session 
at Nantucket Island’s Maria Mitchell 
Association.  On October 5, Julia Royster 
hosted a session in Napatree, RI, at the Watch 
Hill Conservancy.  

 
 SEANET participated in the 3rd Annual 

Northeast Coordinated Bird Monitoring Workshop in Cape May, NJ, on September 22-25.  The 
workshop was run by the Lab of Ornithology and American Bird Conservancy. 

 
 Invited presentation by Julie Ellis: “SEANET: engaging the public in ocean research and 

conservation” for the Forbush Bird Club in Worcester, MA, on October 16. 
 
 Invited Presentation by Julie Ellis: “Why are eiders dying?” at the State of Wellfleet Harbor 

Conference in Wellfleet, MA, on November 15. 
 
 Poster presentation:  Wing Goodale, David Evers, Steve Mierzykowski, Brad Allen, Charlie 

Todd, Linda Welch, Scott Hall, Julie C. Ellis, and Kurunthachalam Kannan. “Contaminants in 
Common Eiders (Somateria mollissima) compared to 22 other species of birds, Maine USA” at the 
3rd North American Sea Duck Conference in November 2008. 

 
 Sarah Courchesne presented on “Cyclic Mortality 

events in Common Eider in Massachusetts: current 
diagnostic findings and protocol for disease 
investigation” at the 3rd North American Sea Duck 
Conference in November 2008. 

 
 Sarah Courchesne presented on “Seabird Mortality 

along the US Atlantic coast: Field and Necropsy 
Findings from the SEANET project” at the 
International Ecohealth Forum in December 2008. 

 

Presentations, Trainings, and Courses 

Double-crested Cormorant. Photo by Rey 
Larson, Napatree Point, Westerly, RI. 

Eider carcass.  Photo by Ralph Marotti, Brewster, MA.  
We are not sure if the rope is pre- or post-mortem. 
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Bird Experts Weigh In 
The success of SEANET is dependent first and foremost on the work of volunteers who comb beaches 
for specimens, report on beach conditions, take photos of dead birds, and contribute to a 
comprehensive picture of seabird and beach health.  Also critical to SEANET’s work, however, is the 
skill of bird experts who help us to confirm particularly 
difficult IDs by looking at volunteer photos.  We extend our 
thanks to: 

 

Cormorant. Photo by Ray Bosse,  
Gooseberry Island, Westport, MA. 

 

Dr. Richard R. Veit 
 
Dr. Veit is Chairman and Professor of the Department of 
Biology, CSI/CUNY.  He specializes in seabird behavior 
and ecology and is particularly interested in decisions about 
movement made by birds.  A recent project of his studied 
the foraging decisions of oceanic birds in the Antarctic.  He 
also authored the book Birds of Massachusetts.  Dr. Veit is 
undeterred by even the most degraded, eviscerated, multiple 
amputee feather ball—which is a great asset to SEANET 
time and time again. 
 
Marshall Iliff 
 
Marshall Iliff is Project Co-leader of eBird and the Avian Knowledge Network at the Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology.  He has taken part in multiple ornithological fieldwork projects, including censusing bird 
populations from an offshore oil platform for Louisiana State University’s Migration Over the Gulf 
Project.  He has served as Regional Editor for North American Birds; has been a member of several state 
records committees; contributed to the National Geographic Complete Guide to the Birds of North America, 
and co-authored A Field List of the Birds of Maryland.  When we quizzed him on mystery bird parts in 
our office, his identifications were nearly flawless! 
 

Dr. David Bonter 
 
Dr. Bonter is leader of the Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology’s Project FeederWatch (a long-term 
study of the abundance and distribution of birds in 
winter in the United States and Canada); faculty 
member at Cornell’s Shoals Marine Laboratory; 
President of the Association of Field Ornithologists; 
and Vice President of the Braddock Bay Bird 
Observatory.  He is interested in the factors that 
influence survival in birds during migration and the 
non-breeding season.  Though he can be self-
deprecating about his seabird identification skills, 
he’s your man for any mangled warbler corpses you 
encounter on your beach!  
 

Red-breasted Merganser. Photo by Julia Royster, 
Napatree Point, RI. 
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Bird Observations of Note 

 
Lesser Black-Backed Gull (Larus fuscus) 
 Jerry Golub (Spring Lake, NJ, left photo) and Dennis Minsky (Herring Cove, MA, right photo) 
snapped these pictures of Lesser Black-backed Gulls.  It is a European species that is observed fairly 
often wintering on the east coast.  However, it is very rare to see these gulls breeding here.  Julie Ellis 
has documented a Lesser Black-Backed Gull breeding with a Herring Gull in Maine, believed to be 
the first such instance on the Eastern seaboard (see article citation on page 3 of this newsletter).  

 

Glaucous Gull (Larus hyperhoreus) 

Dennis Minsky (Herring Cove, MA) took 
this photo (right) of a Glaucous Gull.  The 
species breeds across coastal Alaska, 
Greenland, Iceland, Arctic Eurasia, and the 
northernmost regions of Canada.  
Although it has been seen as far south as 
Virginia, it remains fairly rare to find this 
gull in New England. 
 

In the past months, SEANET volunteers have cited unexpected species of birds in several locations… 
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Brown Pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis) 

 On June 25, 2008, Laura McKeller (Caumsett State Park, Lloyd Harbor, NY) reported a live Brown 
Pelican on Long Island.  On July 17, at Sandy Point Beach in West Haven, CT, volunteers Reed and 
Chris Cass found a mummified pelican.  The Brown Pelican is unique among the world’s seven 
pelican species in that it is found along ocean shores rather than inland lakes.  Given the relative 
rarity of the species in this region and the close proximity of the sightings, we suspect that Laura, 

Reed, and Chris may all have been looking at the same bird. 
 
When we sought information on the sighting from the Cornell eBird program, Dr. Shaibal Mitra 

informed us that he was aware of one report on Long Island this past summer: three presumed 
Brown Pelicans flying east past Shinnecock Inlet on July 19, sighted by fisherman Tony Poldino.  
Mitra additionally notes that over the course of decades, incidences of Brown Pelicans on Long 
Island have increased in conjunction with the species’ broad-scale recovery and expansion in 
southeastern North America.  “On the other hand,” Dr. Mitra notes, “there is tremendous year-to-
year variation in the number of Long Island records, and this variation does NOT seem to be very 
tightly linked to events in New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, etc.  Since the mid-80’s there have been 
several really big pelican summers on Long Island (e.g., 1992 and 2000), when many flocks, some 
consisting of dozens of birds, have been widely reported. Most years, however, about 1-5 are 
reported.” 
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Volunteers in Action Mystery Cairn Builder… 
 

Jerry Golub, who passed the four-year 
mark as a SEANET volunteer in 
October, takes photographs on his stretch 
of New Jersey beach. 
 

Volunteer Photos 

Hugh Sokolski took these pictures of a Herring Gull on 
Eastern Point Beach in Groton, Connecticut.  The lure is 
caught in both its beak and chest.  
 

 
Ray Bosse frequently sees piles of small, flat stone 
on Gooseberry Island Beach in Westport, MA 
(see below).  We’re wondering if there is any 
significance to the piles.  What are your thoughts?  
 

Herring Gull (Larus argentatus) 
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Mute Swan (Cygnus olor) 
 Ronald and Jean Bourque, of Brooklyn, New 
York, took these photos.  Although we cannot 
identify the problem from a photo alone, it 
appears the swan might have a poxvirus 
infection.  The raised wart-like objects at the 
corner of the mouth are the primary issue (see 
arrow).  We hope that disease surveillance in 
live birds may be possible as SEANET grows.   
 

Dennis Minsky of Herring Cove, MA, 
took these Piping Plover photos.  The 
top picture shows a bird with an 
apparent broken wing, attempting to 
distract its human predator from the 
nest.  In the second photo, it seems to 
have decided that the human is no 
great threat and stands watchfully by 
its eggs.  If only all birds could recover 
so quickly! 
 

 
Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus) 
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Encounter Rates* (Carcasses found/km) 
From January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008 

 
*All beaches that were walked at least once a month for 9 months out of the 12 month period listed 
above are included in this analysis. 

 

Cape Cod Bay, MA 

 
 

Buzzards Bay, MA 

Cape Cod Bay and Buzzard’s Bay in Massachusetts are two areas where we have particularly wide and consistent 
beach coverage. In analyzing these two sites, we have begun to detect some interesting trends in carcass encounter 
rates. Note the difference in scale on the two graphs above; the number of carcasses found per km in Cape Cod 
Bay is typically ten times that of Buzzard’s Bay. Also, the proportion of carcasses recovered intact varies markedly 
between the two sites. We will continue to investigate these intriguing phenomena. 
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Regional Snapshots: 
Most common beached birds found in 2008 

 
Long Island, NY 

Northern New Jersey 
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Regional Snapshots 
Most common beached birds further south… 

Florida, east and west mid 
coasts,  

Total Beached Birds Reported in 2008 on all Beaches (as of 2/5/09) 
 
* Herring Gull: 245     * Northern Gannet: 87 
* Great Black-backed Gull: 191           * Ring-billed Gull: 71 
* Other: 183          * Common Loon: 67 
* Laughing Gull: 172            * American Black Duck: 47 
* Common Eider: 119    * Unknown Gull: 46 
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Plastics and Seabirds 
With disconcerting regularity, SEANET volunteers report the presence of plastic bottle caps, 

beverage containers, bags, beach toys, barrels, and bleach bottles, among other items, on their beaches.  
These items represent just a fraction of the 230 million pounds of plastic produced annually across the 
globe (Betts 2008). 

A significant portion of these plastics eventually ends up in the world’s oceans.  Certain areas have 
higher concentrations; in 1997, Captain Charles Moore discovered what is now known variously as the 
Great Pacific Garbage Patch, the Eastern Garbage Patch, or the Pacific Trash Vortex: a gyre located 
approximately 800 miles west of San Francisco that serves as a vast dumping ground for human debris.  
Estimates of the area’s size vary from twice the size of Texas to 1.5 times the size of the United States 
(Moore et al. 2001).  Despite an uneven worldwide distribution, however, the material impacts marine 
birds, mammals, and fish worldwide.  A 1990 NOAA study, for example, found that at least 82 species out 
of 140 examined have ingested plastic and other debris, with incidence of ingestion exceeding 80 percent 
of individuals in several species (Ryan 1990). 

At SEANET, we are focusing on plastic consumption in Greater Shearwaters.  We performed 
necropsies on two “categories” of birds.  The first washed up on Massachusetts beaches during annual 
migration die-offs; the second were bycatch and drowned in fishing nets.  We had a few particularly 
notable findings.   

First, there has been an evolution in the type of plastics that the species is consuming.  Previously, 
plastic pellets (raw materials that are eventually melted and molded to create plastic products) were the 
most common form of plastic observed in the birds; they would fall off tanker ships and get consumed.  At 
present, industrial plastic pellets comprise a much smaller portion of birds’ plastic consumption (at most, 
10 percent).  The vast majority of plastic in the birds we studied is from discarded and broken down plastic 
products (we found a lot of water bottle and band aid remnants).  

Second, the bycaught birds as a group had consumed more plastic than those that met their demise 
during migratory die-offs.  Within the latter group, we found plastics in many, but not all, of the birds’ 
gizzards.  In contrast, all of the drowned birds had ingested plastic.  When we opened their stomachs, we 
found multiple sizes, shapes, textures, and colors: firm plastic fragments, flexible plastic pieces such as pull 
tabs around milk jugs, and soft pieces resembling band-aids.  Some birds even seemed partial to particular 
colors.  As with the migrating birds, the plastics were always found in the gizzard, along with other 
indigestible prey remains such as beaks from squid or small fish bones. (The below photos are of fragments 
found in three different drowned birds.) 
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Plastics and Seabirds, Continued 
Third, the two groups of birds had significantly different body conditions.  Those that died during 

migration were all juveniles and all emaciated.  In contrast, the bycaught birds, also juveniles, were in 
excellent body condition as evidenced by external appearance and the healthy amount of fat found 
internally (see below photos).  What we found within this sample is that the better a bird’s body condition, 
the more plastic it has ingested.  One explanation could be that prime foragers—the birds with the best 
body condition and, presumably, the best current or future breeders—ingest the most plastic.  
  Based on findings with the species thus far, our primary concern is not that plastic ingestion is 
causing starvation (some researchers speculate that plastic in birds’ gastrointestinal tracts reduces room for 
food and leads to starvation), but rather that plastic fragments may leach toxins, particularly endocrine-
disrupting compounds, into the birds’ tissues.  Such chemicals can cause disruptions at multiple levels of 
the endocrine pathways and affect development, reproduction, general metabolism, and behavior (Propper 
2005).  And with “microplastics” (smaller than 5mm) found to contain particularly high levels of certain 
pollutants, ingestion of these small fragments likely means ingestion of high levels of toxins as well (Betts 
2008).  In light of the birds that appear to consume the greatest amounts of plastics, this trend could have 
implications for breeding and for species viability.   
  Moving forward, we hope to focus on two areas.  First, given that all birds we studied were juveniles, 
we want to look at plastic consumption in adult bycaught birds.  This will allow us to explore quantities of 
plastic consumed over birds’ lifetimes, rather than just their early years.  Second, we want to further 
explore the possibility of endocrine disruption or other toxic effects from plastic consumption, particularly 
by looking at organ effects and breeding status later in life.  Stay tuned for more information on this 
subject in future newsletters and on the SEANET blog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Betts, Kellyn. 2008. Why small plastic particles may pose a big problem in the oceans. Environmental 

Science & Technology 42: 8995. 
Moore, Charles J., Shelly L. Moore, Molly K. Leecaster, and Stephen B. Weisberg. 2001. A comparison 

of plastic and plankton in the North Pacific central gyre. Marine Pollution Bulletin 42: 1297–1300. 
Propper, Catherine R. 2005. The Study of Endocrine-Disrupting Compounds: Past Approaches and New 

Directions. Integrative and Comparative Biology 45:194–200. 
Ryan, P.G. 1990. The effects of ingested plastic and other marine debris on seabirds.  Pp. 623–634 in R.S. 

Shomura and M.L. Godfrey (eds.), Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Marine 
Debris, April 2–7, 1989.  Honolulu, Hawaii. U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA Technical 
Memorandum. NMFS, NOAA-TM-NMFS-SWFC-154.   
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Volunteer Reminders 

On a more uplifting note, here (and on the next page) 
are some lovely pictures, taken by volunteers, of birds 
who are 1) alive, and 2) not entangled in plastics. 

A few housekeeping notes:  
 

1. Please photograph all dead birds you find and include these photos in your reports.  We look at every 
report submitted, and a photo is critical to verifying bird species. 

2. Please remember to include a measurement in your photos (i.e., place a ruler next to the bird for the 
photo).  This can make the difference between identifying an “unknown gull” versus a 
particular species.  

3. Please don’t limit yourself to photos of dead birds.  Photos of interesting live birds are valuable, too, 
and we’d love if you sent them to us!  This is particularly useful if you are unsure of a live bird 
species.  It is also helpful to have a sense of the numbers of live birds on a given beach.  This 
way, if/when you report dead birds, we can better assess normal die-offs on a beach with a lot 
of birds, as opposed to a disproportionately high death rate. 

4. Please mark all dead birds you find on your walks.  This can be done by cutting a toe or using a 
cable tie or spray paint.  We ask that you mark the bird so that if you come upon it later, you 
will know it is not a new animal.  It also contributes to publishable, usable data.  We 
periodically receive inquiries for baseline data on beached birds (due to potential litigation 
regarding wind farms, oil spills, etc.), and having clear, confirmed bird numbers is 
extraordinarily valuable.   

5. Please report every walk you take.  A report noting the absence of dead birds (or anything else of 
particular interest) holds equal value to a report of a dead bird.  “Negative” reports are 
compiled in the same database as “positive” reports to create comprehensive assessments of 
particular beaches. 

6. And finally (drum roll), thank you so much for all your time and effort in tracking your beach and 
reporting results to SEANET! 

Osprey.  By Carolyn Longworth, 
Stony Point, Wareham, MA. 

Volunteer Photos 
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Clockwise from top left:  
 Great Egret (by Carolyn Longworth, Cape 

Cod, MA). 
 Brown Pelican (by Martin Vanoy, South 

Melbourne Beach, FL). 
 Ring-Billed Gull (by Carolyn Longworth). 
 Red Knot (by Reynold Larsen, Napatree 

Point, Westerly, RI). 
 Great Blue Heron (by Martin Vanoy).  
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SEANET recently received a very generous donation from Tracy Holmes.  Thank you, Tracy!  We are 
always extraordinarily appreciative of any contributions, but Tracy’s timing could not have been better 
(see below).   
 
Although SEANET is housed on the campus of the Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine, 
the organization and its two full-time staff members (Dr. Julie Ellis and Dr. Sarah Courchesne) rely on 
funding from foundations and individuals for salaries to continue data collection and research on 
seabird populations and distributions, disease, and marine pollution.  Major funding in the past two 
years has come from the Bernice Barbour Foundation, the NOAA Oceans and Human Health 
Initiative, the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, and the National Biological Information 
Infrastructure (NBII).  These grants are about to run out, and we are working feverishly to secure 
repeat or new funding to continue SEANET’s work.   

 
Please contact us if you have suggestions about possible donors.  We can definitely use a helping hand! 
 
 

Additional Acknowledgements 
 

Due to the vast geographic scope of the SEANET project, we have begun recruiting “Local 
Volunteer Coordinators” who help us to recruit, train, and maintain active volunteers in each of the 
states in our network.  We are indebted to the following people for their help: Doug Suitor (Maine), 
Jamie Bogart and Cynthia Franklin (Massachusetts), Julia Royster (Rhode Island), Peg Hart (New 
York), Stacia Hendricks and Terry Norton (Georgia), and Gabriel Vargo and Michelle van Deventer 
(Florida).  We are currently looking for folks to help us to recruit and train SEANET volunteers in the 
following states: New Hampshire, Connecticut, and New Jersey.  If you or someone you know is 
interested in being a Local Volunteer Coordinator for SEANET, contact us for more information. 
 
 
 
 

 

SEANET Funding 

“’Scuse me?!” 
Brown Pelican and Ring Billed Gull on South 
Melbourne Beach, Florida. Photo by Martin Vanoy. 

Newsletter Author 
 
This edition of the SEANET Volunteer 
Newsletter was written by Valerie Benka, an 
M.S. candidate in Animals and Public Policy at 
Tufts.  Since starting the program in September 
2008, Valerie has grown increasingly interested 
in wildlife and conservation medicine issues.  
This led her to the Bernice Barbour Wildlife 
Medicine Building and, subsequently, the 
SEANET office.  She’s enjoyed working on the 
newsletter and hopes to become more involved 
in SEANET’s work! 
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Return 

I returned to my beach today, 
To the sand and sky and ocean spray, 
I hoped to find a bird expired, 
That is all that I desired. 
 
Though the temperature was dropping, 
It was not enough for stopping, 
The people intent on having fun, 
To spend another day in the sun. 
 
And parents with children trailing, 
Contributed to my failing, 
To find a dead bird for o’er an hour, 
And did make my mood quite dour. 
 
But I’ll soon be back again, 
Even in the wind and rain, 
I even have visions of dead birds forming, 
If it’s not all undone by Global Warming.  
 
But there’s a lifeless mound ahead, 
Could it be a bird lying dead? 
I admire the late Laughing Gull, 
Whose fate has made my long day full. 
 

    - Jerry Golub  
      Spring Lake, NJ 

SEANET’s Mission 
 

“The overarching goals of 
SEANET are to pinpoint 
significant threats to 
marine bird populations, 
work collaboratively to 
alleviate those threats, 
engage the public in ocean 
research and conservation, 
and understand what 
seabirds can tell us about 
the state of our oceans.” 
 

Our Contact Information 
 
Blog: seanetters.wordpress.com 
 
Email: seanet@tufts.edu 
 
Mailing address: 
SEANET 
Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine 
Department of Population and Environmental Health 
Tufts Center for Conservation Medicine 
Bernice Barbour Wildlife Medicine Building 
200 Westboro Rd., North Grafton, MA 01536 
 
SEANET Director:  
Julie C. Ellis 
julie.ellis@tufts.edu 
Phone: 508-887-4933 
 

mailto:julie.ellis@tufts.edu�
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